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ABSTRACT: 

Text summarization deals with the creation of human-readable summaries from text documents and involves 

syntactic, semantic and discourse-level processing of text. The summarization system reduces a text document 

and conveys the key meaning of the text. Reducing data helps users to spot the specified information quickly 

without wasting time and energy in reading the whole document. This is often the foremost challenging task 

in information retrieval systems. Text summarization approaches are extractive and abstractive. Extractive 

summarization approaches are intended to come up with summaries by selecting key units (a subset of existing 

words, phrases, or sentences) of the original document. Abstractive summarization approaches require 

advanced NLP tools like ideal semantic parsers and language generation systems. supported input type, 

summarization will be classified into single and multi-document summaries.  
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A.INTRODUCTION 

Automated records retrieval structures are delivered to reduce "Information Overload". Information overload 

is the trouble of information trouble and making selections through someone whilst there may be an excessive 

number of records. Web Search Engines are the maximum considerable IR applications. Information retrieval 

(IR) is a challenge of retrieving files from a database in reaction to a consumer's query, and rating them 

primarily based totally on relevance.                                                                                                           

  This has been generally achieved the use of statistical strategies that  

(a) pick terms (phrases, terms, and different units) from files which are deemed to great constitute their records, 

and                                                                                                                                                                    

(b) create an inverted index report so as to offer a clean get entry to files containing those terms.  

Now a days, it's miles very not unusual place that a keyword-primarily based totally search at the net through 

a consumer returns hundreds, or maybe heaps of hits, through which the consumer is frequently confused. The 

hassle is due to the shortage of a green and effective technique to locate the specified records. It could be very 

tough challenge for human beings to manually summarize big files of textual content. Research in 

computerized textual content summarization has acquired full-size interest withinside the beyond few years 

because of the exponential increase withinside the quantity & complexity of records reasserts at the net. Text 

summarization is the advent of brief model of textual content through laptop program. Generally, whilst human 

beings summarize textual content, we examine the complete choice to broaden a complete information, and 

then write a precise highlighting its most important points. Since computer systems do now no longer but have 

the language abilities of human beings, opportunity strategies have to be considered. In the exercise of 
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computerized textual content summarization, choice-primarily based totally technique has so far been the 

dominant strategy. The “maximum crucial” content material is dealt with as the “maximum frequent” or the 

“maximum favourably positioned” content material. Text summarization has a tendency to be a crucial 

challenge in content material extraction for the duration of net mining. Text summarization is a crucial NLP 

challenge, which has numerous applications. The large classes of tactics to textual content summarization are 

extraction and abstraction. Extractive strategies pick a subset of present phrases, terms, or sentences withinside 

the authentic textual content to shape a precis. abstractive strategies first construct an inner semantic 

illustration after which use herbal language era strategies to create a precise. Such a precise may comprise 

phrases that aren't explicitly gift withinside the authentic file. Most textual content summarization structures 

are primarily based totally on a few shapes of extractive summarization. subject matter identification, 

interpretation, precise era, and assessment of the generated precise are the important thing demanding 

situations in textual content summarization The crucial duties in extraction-primarily based totally 

summarization are figuring out key terms withinside the file and the use of them to pick sentences withinside 

the file for inclusion withinside the precis. abstraction-primarily based totally strategies paraphrase sections 

of the supply file.                                                              All extraction-primarily based totally summarizers 

carry out the subsequent 3 highly impartial duties  

(a) taking pictures key factors of textual content and storing as an intermediate illustration,                                                                   

(b) scoring sentences withinside the textual content primarily based totally on that illustration, and                                                       

(c) composing a precise through deciding on numerous sentences. 

 Summary era through an automated method has benefits as:                                                                  

a. decreased analysing time                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

b. the dimensions of the precis may be controlled                                                                                                            

c. its content material is deterministic and                                                                                                                                                                  

d. the hyperlink among a textual content detail withinside the precis and its role withinside the authentic textual 

content may be effortlessly established. 

 

B. TYPES OF SUMMARIZATIONS: 
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Based on input type: 

Summarization methods are classified according to the  source of input, which can be single or multi-document 

summarization. A Single Document Summarization, means only a single document is provided to generate a 

summary. It is earliest and simple approach for summarization, we can use both abstractive and extractive 

methods on single document summarization. Meanwhile in multi document summarization, where more than 

one information sources are provided for generating the summary. 

Based on output type: 

Summarization methods are classified into extractive summarization and abstractive summarization. 

Extractive summarization,  which selects the existing words, phrases and sentences in the data to produce a 

summary and abstractive summarization, which generates new phrases and sentences from data to create a 

summary. 

Based on the purpose: 

Summarization methods based on the purpose are classified as generic, domain-specific and query-based 

summarizations.  Generic summarization condenses all the information content available in source text. 

Domain-specific summarization generates summary of each document that contain key information and makes 

it easy to the users in finding the desired document easily. Query based summarization aims to extract a 

summary of a document which answers directly or relevant to the search query. 

Automatic Summarization And Knowledge Bases 

The main goal of the automatic text summarization is to create summaries that are identical to human-created 

summaries. But, in many cases, the understandability and robustness of the generated summaries are not good 

enough, because the generated summaries do not contain and cover all the semantically pertinent features of 

data effectively. This is because the existing summarization techniques do not consider the message conveyed 

by the context data. 

A step towards building more precise, error-free summarization systems is to combine with knowledge bases, 

that are semantically based and establish different categories to divide the existing data into in an order to 

better understand of data. 

The approach of human-generated knowledge bases and various ontologies in many various realms have 

opened further possibilities in text summarization, and outreaches increasing attention lately. For example, 

Henning et al presented advanced toward the sentence extraction that maps sentences to concepts of ontology 

features, they can improve the semantic representation of sentences which is useful in the selection of 

sentences for summaries. They experimentally showed that ontology-based extraction of sentences performs 

better than baseline summarizers. Chen et al introduced a user query-based text summarizer that uses the 

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) medical ontology to make a summary of medical data/text. Baralis 

et al propose a Yet Another Great Ontology (YAGO) based summarizer that leverages YAGO ontology to 

identify key concepts in the documents. The concepts are evaluated and then used to select the most relevant 

document sentences. Sankarasubramaniam et al introduced an approach that makes use of Wikipedia in 

conjunction with a graph-based ranking technique. First, they create a bipartite sentences-concept graph and 

then use an iterative ranking algorithm for choosing summary sentences. 
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C. THE IMPACT OF CONTEXT IN SUMMARIZATION 

Summarization systems often have additional affirmation they can utilize to specify the most important topics 

of documents. For example, summarizing a news article is different from a blog, cause certain text features 

like the length of the document and the genre of the topic like tech, movie, travel, sports, etc and while 

summarizing the blogs, there are conversations or comments coming after the blog posts that indicate the good 

source of information to determine which parts of the blog are important and interesting, make the task of 

summarization a serious data science problem.  

 

In Google: 

Entity timelines- 

Given an entity and a time period, to provide a summary of the most important events involved in this entity. 

It means that it needs to instantly provide the information to the point about what happened to/about/around 

an entity within a particular time. In this, for a given entity it identifies and rank news collection, the 

importance of the entity in the collection and concisely summarizes each news cluster. 

Storylines of events- 

Identify and summarize events that lead to the event of interest and provide background information for an 

event and structured timelines for a given entity. In this, it defines a graph of events using similarity and 

identifies the heaviest path ending in a given event, and summarizes the whole events in this path regarding 

important entities in the target event. 

Sentence Compression- 

Given a sentence, generate a shorter one while preserving the key concepts. In this, it moves beyond Extractive 

summarization, which selects the main information from a source text onward to abstractive summarization 

which generates new phrases and sentences that represent the most important, challenging research problem.it 

uses syntactic information to ensure grammatically and the use of semantic or lexical information to preserve 

the essential content, and is limited to publicly available training data. 

Event understanding- 

It learns how events are referred to in the text and act for event mentioning text in predicate-argument structure. 

It is Unsupervised learning with limited training data with no restriction in the domain of events. It uses 

abstractive summarization for generating the headlines for news. For a given set of news collections, it extracts 

compressed patterns between entities from news collections and clustering patterns that refer to the same event. 

Summarization of user-generated content- 

It identifies the main aspects and summarizes for machine or user consumption like using a centrality 

summarization model on the comments for a video and using video categorization to provide the users a better 

search experience. 

Summarize the web: 

A search engine is designed to perform web searches. They search the world wide web in a systematic way 

for particular information specified in a textual web search query. It organizes information for accessibility 
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and usefulness. Web pages contains lots of data which cannot be summarized such as pictures and lots of 

textual information they have is often sparse, which makes applying summarization techniques narrow. In 

spite of that, they can consider the context of a web page that is pieces of information extracted from the data 

of all the pages linking to it, as additional information to improve summarization. The initial research in this 

topic is where the query web search engines and fetch the pages having links to the particular web page. They 

will analyse the pages and pick the best sentences containing the links web pages heuristically. 

Books and literature: 

Google has reportedly worked on projects that aims to produce the summary of a novel. So, it helps consumers 

while purchasing the book. 

D. CONCLUSION 

Owing to the fast growth in technology and usage of mobiles and internet, we have a large amount of data. 

This can be solved if we have good and precise text summarizers which helps us in producing summary of 

documents. Automatic text summarization guarantees us with powerful technology to make use in our struggle 

with information overload. Summarization tools can help us by summarizing the large quantities of 

information will makes us to have wider and potentially richer set of summarized data which helps in better 

decision making. In this paper we have discussed type of summarization  which helps us to produce summary. 

Text summarization methods are classified into extractive summarization, which selects the existing words, 

phrases and sentences in the data to produce a summary and abstractive summarization, which generates new 

phrases and sentences from data to create a summary. 
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